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I want to bring to your attention an opportunity that very few people are aware of right now. In
fact, this opportunity is not open to the public, but only by invitation.
A Christian entrepreneur named Ron Ellis has put together a website and a terrific way to generate
income. Over past years I had come to the conclusion that it is almost impossible to find a truly
worthwhile opportunity online...they hardly seem to exist anymore. Not only is this a really super
opportunity, but it generates automatic passive income. Once you set it up, you'll watch it exceed
all your expectations! Not only that, but truly explosive growth should be just ahead as this fine
company reaches its strongest stage of momentum.
The website: NewFreedom.team
He is calling it Club BizsSmart. No typo. Double B and double S, to make sure people who reach the
site reach it deliberately and on purpose. He created this online business opportunity in 2015, and
I'm told it has now surpassed over a billion dollars in sales.
There are actually two opportunities here; the one I'm inviting you to consider is the aggressive
matrix opportunity he offers, because it can truly solve all your financial problems. (You can look at
the health and wellness opportunity secondarily.) At the moment this business is in 36 countries,
and I am told that very shortly it will be in 110 countries around the world. (In other words, really
rapid and amazing growth is just ahead.)
I was exposed to this opportunity by a gentleman I know who is using its cash-generating ability to
support his love for helping in Christian missions work. I have also spoken to my friend's sponsor,
who is an experienced and business-focused Christian gentleman from Chester, VA, which is a little
south of Richmond. The returns they have seen in a very short time from the Smart Matrix are
nothing short of startling, and when the matrix cycles multiple times a day as it surely will do, you
can count on thousands of dollars being paid to you daily!
The matrix is a 2 by 2 "Smart Matrix," meaning it is a forced re-entering hybrid "follow me" plan
that also includes many digital products to be accessed along the way. This Smart Matrix is unique
in that it does not need to fill with six sales in order to generate a commission or payday.
You can join the Smart Matrix for free, and you can stay at the free level for 60 days. The goal is for
each one who joins the Smart Matrix to get two more members, who then also both get two more

members. There are presently seven levels available to join a CBS matrix: $35, $70, $125, $285, $580,
$1200, and $2800. Because this is such an aggressive matrix program, my advice is to be as aggressive as you can in joining it! Why miss growth ahead of you by procrastinating? And if you let your
cash ride and keep growing rather than withdrawing it as it pays, you will see some truly amazing
results. Let your growth capital pay for new matrix entries!
I'd like you to consider joining this program with me at any level that's comfortable. I'm sure you,
like many of us today, are actively searching for that one opportunity which allows you to stop all
your searching forever. I absolutely believe this is that very rare opportunity.
Please don't come on board unless you can focus on this as a true business opportunity, and not as
just another “maybe-it-will-and-maybe-it-won't” small-time cash producer. This one is a true majorleague cash producer. We all want to get two new members...but think what might happen if you
got more and sent this matrix program into the stratosphere! (Even at the two-get-two level of
performance, as a matrix fills you could become an active participant in all the matrices at the same
time as they fill out with natural and explosive growth. There can be quite a lot of “spill-over” as
others above you in another matrix add new members and help fill your matrix for you.)
The website: NewFreedom.team
Use the site above to join, and join for free. Spend a couple of days exploring. Open up some of the
PDFs and print them so you have reference copies. (You are going to discover that this is probably
the best-documented program you've ever teamed up with!) If you'd like to speak with either of
the two gentlemen mentioned above, I can certainly arrange that, and you can also get on the CBS
regularly-scheduled conference calls to keep updated.
Please reply to this letter in writing (mail or email) or by phone and let me know whether you plan
to join CBS and at what level. Thanks very much for your time and consideration of what I think will
become the single best online cash generator we have ever found...and one you can pretty much
forget about once you enroll your two new members. Online marketing is not for the faint of heart,
and people by the tens of millions struggle with it every day. You will never have to do that. Never.
Just choose a couple of smart people you already know, show them this letter, and let them decide to
join you on the NEW FREEDOM TEAM!
Remember: The most expensive mistake for any of us is usually a missed opportunity. If you miss
the Club BizsSmart NEW FREEDOM TEAM opportunity, you will most likely miss financial security in
your future, and a one-of-a-kind online business platform in your present!
Very sincerely,

John Busser for USA1 Group
USA1GROUP.com / usa1info@gmail.com

NewFreedom.team
What we all need most in life is

FREEDOM to live it!
Let us help you put an end to the restrictive “lockdown” mentality we've had to
endure due to the coronavirus crisis. If the lockdowns have shown us anything, it's
that they do nothing but create real hardship while ruining lives and our economy.
Peace of mind...lower stress level...dependable income...a proven, well-established
way to generate passive income for a really great lifestyle.... To make YOUR life more
satisfying, visit the website above or get in touch to receive your FREE information
package. It's our promise to you: the NEW FREEDOM TEAM can make your life more
rewarding than you might have ever thought possible! And you can join for FREE!
Call us, or text us, or email us, or send us a note. Or visit NewFreedom.team online.
Just be sure you get all the free details. If you have unanswered questions, we are
here to get answers to you quickly and easily. If you miss this opportunity, or if you
deliberately pass on the chance to join it, you will surely come to regret it for the rest
of your natural life. Please...contact us now! Today!

NEW FREEDOM TEAM / 10273 Pierce Place NE / Blaine, MN 55434
Say yes to FREEDOM: sytFreedom@gmail.com

1.800.800.0171 or 1.612.239.0970

